THE FABLES IN PICTURES : ILLUSTRATIONS

Timing: variable (min. 30 min.)
Format: Individually or in small groups
Prior knowledge recommended: literacy activities (writing / acting) from the resource pack

Experiencing a foreign language is a way of discovering both how the same can be told in different ways and how a different way of saying the same create a new vision: it is never quite the same.

Change the language, change the medium (music, image, text on paper or text in performance...) and your perception of the world (or of a story) will be shaped differently.

In the concert, the same story will occasionally be performed in two different musical settings.

1) Below you will find various illustrations of the fables for the children to enjoy, observe, hopefully get inspired by, and discuss. Encourage the children to look in detail at how the pictures are made : materials, colours, style, rhythm, point of view...and to express how they feel about them and what the illustrations tell them about the story.

2) Create your own illustration for one of the fables.
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